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Junior Year Abroad
by Jeff Previdi
Every year one-third of the
junior class participates in
various study abroad pro-
grams. Despite this large
number, the study away pro-
'cess is plagued by problems
particularly in terms of com-
munication between students
and administration.
"The school showed no
concern while I was away,"
said Adam Rader, a Govern-
ment major who returned to
Conn only to discover that his
academic advisor was no
longer with the College. "I
was upset that my advisor left
and I wasn't notified. This
was a critical time; I had com-
plications with credits that
were required for
graduation . .,
The lack of communication
lies with the school's failure to
keep study away students in
touch with campus happen-
ings. The College does not
send students who are off
campus, campus news, basic
information on housing,
academics and where other
study away students are.
Herbert Atherton, Dean of
the College, has heard
students' complaints and is
making an effort to improve
the links between the College
and the study away students.
For instance, last year he in-
itiated the study away
llpacket". a mailing that con-
tained, among other things,
the College newspaper and
some campus information.
"One token copy of the
College Voice sent to my house
in America does not constitute
good communication with
students who are away,"
noted Anne Young, a senior
who spent her junior year in
England at the University of
Surrey.
The problem of addresses
will have hopefully been cor-
rected this year by the in-
troduction of a stamped
postcard given to students to
mail back with their mailing
address.
Other students are cited as
having a much better rapport
with their study away
students. Bowdoin, for exam-
ple, sends their students
regular mailings along with a
list of the addresses of all
those studying away.
"Our present system is in-
ferior to other systems at com-
parable schools,"
acknowledged Philip Ray,
Dean of Sophomores and
Juniors, who is the ad-
ministrator in charge of studY/
away at Conn. "Communica-
tion is certainly lacking," he
added, asserting, however,
that things will get better with
Dean Atherton's influence.
Another sore spot for the
study away system is the abili-
ty to present a full range of
programs. The selection is
vast, with thousands of pro-
grams in many countries. Ad-
vising is essential at this stage.
Dean Ray is solely responsible
for advising at Conn, and he is
overworked.
"OUf office is unusually
understaffed when it comes to
study abroad," said Dean
Ray, who pointed out that
other schools have one job
position exclusively for the
study away area. He ruefully
recalled that this position ex-
isted at the College until it was
eliminated just as he took his
present job.
The real problem is that
Dean Ray has many other
responsibilities as Sophomore
and Junior Dean that eat into
the time he can spend on the
study away students. As a
result, students feel they have
not been informed of all possi-
ble opportunities.
"I went outside the Dean's
office to find what program I
should go on," said Joyce
O'Connor, housefellow of
Harkness dormitory, who
chose her program based upon
the recommendations of
others.
"There must be four deans,
one for each class, said
O'Connor of splitting Dean
Ray's duties. "The
sophomore dean could in-
vestigate study away
possibilities and provide infor-
mation while the junior class
dean could work with specific
problems."
"I received no information
on registration and the fact
that we had to register with the
freshmen is utterly
ridiculous," complained
Young. She said that return-
ing students should be allowed
to register before the freshmen
as a privilege of being up-
perclassmen.
Many students complain
that because they could not go
through pre-registration, they
sometimes cannot get into the
classes they need, such as
senior seminars. Being closed
out of classes leaves students
in unenviable positions as they
start their senior year.
Some students are left
wondering wh et her the
school's attitude towards
study away is a planned one.
Simple economics dictates that
when a student is away, the
money is not being paid to
Connecticut College but to
another program.
"It's like you're being
punished for being away by
their keeping you ill-informed,
O'Connor said. During her
stay abroad, her housing reap-
plication form was sent to her
home in America. By the time
she received it in Italy, the
return date had passed. When
she came back to school, she
had to battle the bureacracy in
order to secure a room.
Advising from the different
academic departments at the
school is also said to
discourage students from go-
ing away. The usual line is
cont. on Pg.7
Governor O'Neill speaks in Palmer Auditorium on Charter Day, Connecticut College's 75th anniversary. Story
to follow in next weeks issue. Photo: Jennifer Caulfield.
David Socolo/. Director oj Public Relations, prepares to announce ttte
reSIIIISof s.G.A. Elections. Photo: Geoff Wagg.
s.G.A. Election
Results
by Fernando Espuelas-Asenjo
Managing Editor
This past Wednesday, April
2, at approximately 11:45
P.M., the election results for
next year's S.G.A. Executive
Board were announced. The
Election Board counted the
ballots, and Dave Socolof',
S.G.A. Public Relations
Director, released the tally of
the vote. Eight-hundred and
eleven ballots were cast.
In the hotly contested race
for President, in which Junior
Yaw Gyebi faced Sophomore
Sam Seder, Gyebi won with
436 votes. Seder garnered 42\
votes.
"I'm overwhelmed by the
results. I have, tremendous
respect for Sam Seder. The
close election was due to the
students truly coming out and
voicing an opinion, taking an
interest. I hope to represent
the students to the best of my
abilities. I want to make
S.G.A. a very strong and
credible voice," Gyebi said.
Seder responded, "I think
the students have elected a
tremendous S.G.A. President
who is going to do a super
job."
In the Vice Presidential con-
test, political old-timer David
Flemister (of the Class of '87)
was matched against
newcomer Tammy Bales (of
the Class or '89), F\emister
carried the race with 652 votes.
Bales garnered 179 votes.
"I wish Tammy good luck
with everything she wants [Q
do," Flemister said.
Commenting on the
Presidential race, Flemister
said, "I think both candidates
are very qualified. I could
have worked with either or
them. I'm happy with .I.R.',
victory. ,.
As for the Public Relations
Director election, in which
Junior Paula Berg ran against
Junior B. Ripley Greppin,
Greppin won with 452 votes.
Berg won 406 votes in the elec-
tion.
Bruce Turner won an un-
contested race for Judiciary
Chairman with 687 votes.
In the S.A.C. Chairman
race in which uncontested can-
didate Jonathan Wyler, (class
of '88), dropped from the race
due to personal reusoris ,
sophomore Paul Hyde \\ on as
a write-in candidate. At pre v,
time, Socolof was unable 10
provide official vole totals.
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;:...-e Lefty Dilemma
Comment.f)'
by Charlotte Slone
j There exists at this school a
U
o small ret significant minority
group which does not have any.= kind of dub. organization, or
~ C\ en spokesperson to represent it ,
In fact, these people are hardly
recognized by nobody around
here except themselves. Granted,
they don't suffer the emotional
hardships thai many minorities on
this campus face, bUI they do have
10 deal with a type of innate <han-
dicap' and they arc often ignored.
I'm speaking of left-handed
people. You may laugh, since it is
indeed, at times, a somewhat
humorous and trivial subject, but
at the same lime, it is no joke. In
any case, as a member of this
neglected group, I feel the need to
make others (righties} aware of
our daily plight.
I don't think it occurs often to
rhe average righty the little yet
numerous dilemmas which arise
for the lefty everyday. Consider
all of rhe machines, appliances
and commonplace objects in to-
day's world which are designed
without consideration for lefties.
Some surprising examples in-
clude: manual pencil sharpeners,
soup ladles, butter knives, turn-
styles, (most) scissors, televisions,
eggbeaters, car dashboards,
manual turntables .... you name
il.
The only time I feel like Ihave a
noticeable advantage over a righty
is when I drive through a
tollbooth and get to toss my
change il1to the basket in a
careft,ee, coordinated manner!
What really makes me feel
angry and neglecled, however,
(and I know I speak for the entire
terry student population at Con-
necticut College), is the shameful
lack of lefty desks in (he
classrooms. It is bad enough that
we have 10 deal with what J call
'smudgeosis' and 'wire welts.'
Smudgeosis is a condition caus-
ed simply by a lefty writing on a
piece of paper. Not only does the
side of the hand become stained
with ugly blue. black or gray blot-
ches (depending on the type of
writing utensil used-Erasermates
being 'he WORST), but 'he
writing on the page is equally
smeared by the act of dragging
one's hand across what one has
just written.
Wire welts, on the other hand,
are the result of a lefty trying to
write on a spiral notebook: the
wrist and forearm gradually and
painfully become tattooed by the
wire spirals. Without proper desk
space, these conditions are inten-
sified because one either mUSI
write in one's lap or else reach
awkwardly over 10 the right side
and try, in vain, to take notes
while the left elbow dangles
helplessly without support.
The lecture halls are hopeless
since there are virtually no lefty
seats. whet's even worse, though,
is having just one lefty seat in a
classroom. Last semester in one of
my c1assroomes, there were ample
seats for the lucky fifteen righties
in the class, bur there was only one
measly lefty desk for us five lef-
lies. Consequently, competition
ignited. I had to rush 10 class al
least ten minutes earty if I wanted
a chance to sit comfortably and
write legible notes!
Recently, I must say , was
delighled to notice the adequate
accommodalion of lefty seats in
the Blaustein's beautiful new lec-
ture hall (rm. 210). I assumed the
administration was finally facing
rhe situation.
My spirits soon defla~ed,
however, when I glanced IO!O
some of the other Blaustein
classrooms and saw either the
familiar lone lefty seat or else the
all-too-common absence of it.
Hmph.
Minimal lefty seats are not the
only problem at this school
peculiar to lefties, either. One lef-
ty student, for example, innocent-
ly enrolled in a ceramics class this
semester. Unfortunately, she did
not realize that the art department
only has ceramic wheels for
righties. This presents a major
problem for her: since the wheels
spins the 'wrong' way, she must
be painstakingly careful when she
molds her clay on the wheel. wuh
one small slip, her fingers instant-
Iy jam into the clay and her pro-
ject collapses into a pathetic spin-
ning mound.
What all of this adds up to, I
suppose, is more than just a de-
mand for more lefty parapher-
i nalia such as desks or ceramic
wheels. Like the members of more
renowned minority groups,
though perhaps on a lower level,
I'm crying out for awareness. A
substantial percentage of this
school's population consists of
lefties and our gripes deserve at-
tention. So the next time you
righties happen to notice a lefty,
acknowledge their dif-
ferences-try to appreciate all the
gadgets around designed
specifically for you. And one
more thing ... please refrain from
mocking the silly-looking way we
wrile!
ChernDept. Shake~Up
To the Editor:
On Thursday, February 27, at
the weekly SGA meeting, the
Chemistry Student Advisory
board broughl forward an alarm~
ing problem for discussion with
the Faculty Sleering Comminee.
Our department is in a serious
upheaval due 10 the lack of com-
munication between the ad-
ministration and the faculty and
sludents.
During finals week lasl semester
the Chair of the Chemislry depart-
ment was called 10meet with Dean
Johnson and Presidenl Ames. She
was informed that they \\ere con-
sidering firing the (\\0 part-lime
faculty members in Ihe dt'pan·
ment and hiring one, new full-
time professor. One week later,
she \'oas told that il was definite,
and she learned how serious it was
when she received a bill for an
advertisement in a scientific jour-
nal which sought a new head for
the department.
The day that we returned from
January break, we were told what
was about to happen. The three
seniors on the advisory board pro-
mptly made appointments with
Dean Atherton, Dean Johnson,
and President Ames and mel with
all lhree to discuss the situation
and to find oul the rationale
behind the decision. Not receiving
any slraight answer, we proceeded
to lell them why we thought that
01her maUers may have priority
over Ihis drastic move-namely
removing Ihe safety hazards (such
as poor ventilation, lighting, and
cleanliness) in Hale Lab itself.
We are aware thai no change
can be made in the decision now,
as 55 responses were received to
the ad in the journal, but we want
10 let the student body know what
is happening in this small,
sometimes overlooked depart-
ment. This could happen to any
department, and we Ihink that Ihe
administration should take more
lime to look ar all of the aspects of
this particular situation as well as
any that mighl come up in the
fUlure before taking such
measures.
Sincerely,
Pam DiBona '86 Chairman
Claire Mac Leod '86 Secrelary
The Chemistry Sludent
Advisory Board
Endorsements: Poor Policy
To Ihe Edilor:
As they have done in the past.
Ihe editorial slaff of the Vain' laM
\\<eek endorsed those candidate")
who Ihey considered mOSI~uilable
for lhe positions of President,
Vice President, and Director of
Public Relations. II is my belief
thaI Ihey were wrong in doing so,
Ihal it i~ not Ihe place of a college
ne\\spaper such as ours 10 endorse
any candidale"".
By no means do I deny lheir·
firsl amendment right to freedom
of the Press, but I do criticize Ihe
edilors' actions for the follov.ing
reason; The Voice is Connecricul
College's only newspaper. Outside
the college community when the
editor of a privately owned
ne\\spaper endorses a particular
candidate or candidates, he does
<'0 with the knowledge that a com-
peling paper may chose to take Ihe
opposing view. Even if there is no
compctilion, Ihe fact that anyone
with the money and inclination
can publish rheir o\\n ideas is
juslification enough. Such is nOI
Ihe case, however, in these halls of
academia. The College Voice has
the unique and unfair ad\antage
of being entirely funded by lhe
!lchool, and i( is, I might add, a
non-profit reliant on that funding
ror its ..ery existence.
As such, just as in weN I is the
college's radio stalion, the Voice
is lhe college's newspaper--nollhe
editors'. It should not, Iberefore,
be used as a vehicle for the
editorial staff to impose Iheir
views on the reSI of the college
community. I don't doubl that
Bill Walter would be more Ihan a
lillie surprised if the radio station,
or for thai matler the Womens'
Lacrosse learn, were to endorse
the S.G.A. t'andidates of their
choice. Afler all it is not their role.
Nor is it the Voice's.
The College Voice had the good
sense not [0 endorse the can-
didates for J-Board or S.A.C.
Chairman because both \\ere run-
ning unopposed. Perhaps if Ihe
editors of our ne\\spaper had jusl
a little more sense Ihey would
realize [hat they too arc unoppos~
ed.
Darius Wabia
J.A.
,..... 1ti lraUon ~d'nakes sense. The
.,.. •• a Jlltd by Dean Atherton's cpmmittee will
alleviate the tortuous registration PTo\;tlem of last ~aII.
No more stan\p"des here:
k is aratifying to us nitpickerstobJ:t.able to report
that the Administration moved on ,student com·
plaints, and sought to quickly amel1lori;\tea; problem.
"
Does this signal lncI"eased recept 50.an other
issues as weD?
eraetion is alwayS W
modC(D process OOllld
pletely computerized
The newsysrem will J1
Middle AW to mtneModer
/""~"'
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We Need Deredita
Features
No Tenure ForDeredita
To the Editor:
Hail! Hail! Hail! to all the
changes that have taken place
within the Spanish department.
Nothing could have shaken it up
more than the still disputed denial
of tenure to Mr. John Deredita,
the subsequent resignation of Miss
Argyll Pryor Rice as chairman of
the department, the following
promotion of Mr. Rafael Ramirez
to head of the department. and
the addition of two new faculty
members, Ms. Julia Kushigian
and Ms. Lelia de la Madrid.
It came as no surprise to me in
the Spring of 1984 to learn that
Mr. Deredita did not receive
tenure. As a professor he gave no
overall cohesive presentation of
his material. Furthermore, he
gave the students nothing concrete
to work with in terms of examin-
ing literature, such as pointing out
certain literary techniques one
particular author used as opposed
to another and pointing out how
the language was used one way by
one author and how it was used in
another way by another author.
He had a tendency toward
"tunnel vision" which allowed
him to pick out one particular
point and analyze it but he seemed
incapable of taking out similar
points, comparing and contrasting
them to the first.
This is extremely important
because it is the purpose of
students at a liberal arts institu-
tion to become much more
discriminating with regard to the
world around them. Therefore, in
any advanced literature course it is
the duty of the students to learn to
analyze more critically all the
literature place before them. But,
if the students receive little or no
guidance with regard to this
literature how are they to deveop a
sense of critical analysis and
sound conclusion? I do not feel
that my critical abilities were in
any way refined by Mr. Deredita.
It was not until I spent my junior
year in Spain that ( received pro-
per instruction in the analysis of
Spanish literature.
Having taken three classes with
him, Advanced Conversation and
Composition, Hispanic-American
Narrative, and Garcia Marquez.
and having received a grade of B+
or better in all of his courses, I feel
completely justified in Slating that
Mr. Deredita is not worthy of
tenure. To grant him such after
yet a third appeal would be a
serious injustice to all Spanish ma-
jors, to those students interested
in taking Spanish courses, to the
Spanish department, and the Con-
necticut College community as a
whole.
In addition to this, I would like
to ask why, after so many years
with Miss Rice and Mr. Deredita
"actively" involved with the
Spanish department are so many
long awaited changes only now
taking place under the authority
of Mr. Ramirez? Why could these
changes not take place until the
denial of tenure to Mr. Deredita
and subsequent resignation of
Miss Rice?
Wouldn't the logical conclusion
be that a conservative strangle-
hold preventing any change from
occurring was at best spearheaded
by Miss Rice, and whole heartedly
supported by Mr. Deredita, no
less a former student of Miss Rice
at Yale University?
This fact brings up another
valuable point. Why, in a liberal
arts institution where "diversity"
is the name of the game not only
in the student population but the
college curriculum as well, did
Connecticut College hire Mr.
Deredita knowing full well he was
practically a carbon copy of Miss
Rice? Is this diversity?
Upon my return to Connecticut
College after a year of studying
abroad I was absolutely amazed to
see all the changes that had taken
place within the Spanish depart-
ment. Changes which, I honestly
believe, can only be for the better
and which I only wish had taken
place my freshman year.
Contrary to the popular belief
that with the loss of Mr. Deredita
the Spanish department is now
Volleyball Woes
To the Editor:
I was kind of looking forward to this
year's intramural volleyball
season. It's always been a great
winter tradition, and as a senior, I
especially wanted to enjoy my last
season before retirement.
We're 4~Onow, yet I have found
the season far from exciting. It
started with the sign-ups. Our
team dutifully signed the dorm list
in Cro, but before the start of the
games, we found notices on our
bathroom doors telling us that if
we wanted to post a team, we'd bet
ter sign up soon.
We re~submitted our names,
and this time the list wasn't lost.
To our relief, we found that we
were scheduled to play; we didn't
find this out until just before the
games, however, because no
schedule had appeared. We had to
call the volleyball reps to find out
when we played.
Two days later we marched
down for our first two games, and
then marched back up with our
first two fun-filled forfeitures.
The other teams probably had no
idea that the season had begun, or
couldn't muster the team on the
short notice. A few days later, the
schedule finally appeared: only
five games per team in the entire
season. And now we had only 3
left, though none played.
It seems as though there are so
few games because the schedule
stops at 9:00 pm each night of
games, whereas it used to run, in
previous years, 'til II :00. I'm told
this is because intramural basket·
ball takes the court at that time; it
was all arranged nearly a year ago.
But it's a little frustrating to see
two out of the three courts being
used by them from 7:00 to 9:00,
and then find out that from 9:00
on they assume all three. This is
happening because, I realize,
they're more organized~my only
wish is that the volleyball people
were this organized.
Since then, we have finally
played a real game, and received
another forfeit. Tonight was to be
our last regular·season game,
against a team with an equally
strong record-and it's cancelled,
cancelled because there is a varsity
basketball game tonight. They
couldn't prevent an ordinary con-
flict like this? Our game has been
re-scheduled for Thursday, but
I'm told there's a conflict there,
too. .
I know it's only volleyball, but
as a long-retired jock, I (and many
others, I think) enjoy to gel out on
the court for a little diversion
from vandalism and organized
crime a couple of times a week.
(r's been a disappointing season.
Adam Gerberick
placing greater emphasis on
medieval literature. the entire
Hispanic Studies curriculum has
recently been revamped 10 include
a greater diversity of courses nOI
only on Spanish literature but also
on Latin American literature, the
Latin American concentration be-
ing the weaker of the two and
formerly headed by Mr. Deredita.
Furthermore, the lost "expert"
on Latin American literature was
readily replaced by Ms. Julia
Kushigian, a highly qualified and
fully capable new addition to the
college faculty. Indeed. with all
the changes that have taken place
the Spanish department has lost
nothing and gained everything.
The department does not just exist
as it did before; it now holds a
promising new future of growth
and change.
Mr. Deredita has appealed his
case two times now and both times
he has been denied tenure. It is my
firm conviction that these facts
should begin to speak for
themselves. Making yet another
appeal to the grievance committee
on a minor technicality is a
desperate last ditch effort being
made by Mr. Deredita because he
knows that no other school will
hire him after the turmoil he has
created here. Who in their right
mind would honestly want to
teach again at the very institution
where they had been denied tenure
twice?
Furthermore, I believe it was
extremely unprofessional of Mr.
Deredita to bring his tenure case
into the classroom in the spring of
1984. How does a man who
refutes the acceptability of student
evaluations with regard to his case
dare to bring his cause to these
students and expect their support?
To grant Mr. Deredita tenure
after yet a third appeal would be
devastating to the Connecticut
College community and would
clearly demonstrate that the ad-
ministration did so without much
thought to its future conse-
quences.
Wendy Wadsworth
Apathy
Dear Conn. College Voice,
Congratulations! You have
cured what I feared would remain
one of my chronic illnesses-
apathy! No longer shall I sit idly
by. If you print one more article
or letter to the editor telling me
that I am apathetic I will dynamite
your office. How about it, am (
cured?
Name Withheld by Request
-eo
\.-Ia~~room. He has always been ;:;'
;1\ ailable for academic 10
!!lIidancc and his active con- :
cern creates an cnviornrnent in 2:
w hich student ... feel com for- iXI
ruble ..eeking him out for \0
di ...cussion. ~
Not only do we mivs his
Op\.'I1CSS and dedication, we
;.)1"0 mivs hiv wealth of
k n o w lc d uc . Professor
Dcrcdita - hav carried the
Hi ...panic St u d ie s
Department's Latin American
..ecrion remarkably well for
years now. He possesses a uni-
que expertise in the literature
of Latin America, aware or
(he traditional trends as well as
those that are not so tradi-
tional. II is commendable that
the administration hired Pro-
fessor Deredita, realizing that
a Latin American expert was
needed and that this person
would have to fill a large gap
in the education of a Spanish
major. Now. however, the ad-
ministration has lost it's vision
and left the Hispanic Studies
Department with a void that
can only be filled by John
Deredita.
Once again: "WE NEED
DEREDITA BACK"
Sincerely,
Melissa Hennessey
Lesley DeNardis
To the Editor:
What ever happened to
John Deredita? Has our ad-
ministration forgotten so
quickly and easily about one
of the best teachers the
Hispanic Studies Department
has ever seen? Haven't they
realized by now that it's lime
to bring him back? We have
been waiting patiently,
trusting in the common sense
and concern for education that
Oakes Ames and Frank
Johnson possess, to take
another Deredita course. Now
we are growing impatient.
It has been a year since we
last sat in Fanning 401, soak-
ing in a Deredita lecture. A
year since we participated in
the lively discussions he in-
itiated. We are experiencing
withdrawal symptoms! Pro-
fessor Deredita has a natural
gift for teaching. He offers the
perfect balance of strong
direction and democratic
discussion. Thus, he enables
his students to feel nascent
masters of the material and ac-
tive contributors to the learn-
ing process. We think this
classroom atmosphere is of
vital importance in understan-
ding the complexities of Latin
American literature and.
culture. But John Deredita
doesn't limit himself to the
,ASpeaker's Worth?
. one mmute.
Dear Editor: . One would think that on the
We as Connecticut College seventy~fiflh anniversary of our
seniors feel obliged to write about school, the powers that be would
the problem our school has in ob- do their utmost to secure a notable
raining a graduation speaker. In figure. One obvious way 10 ac-
fact, as of this writing, we still do complish this is to increase the
not know who is speaking at our ridiculously low sum given.
graduation. Now, surely a school of this
Why is Connecticut College caliber has the means to come up
have so much trouble getting a with at least $3500 more for
well- known speaker? Perhaps the something as important as a
reason. behind this lies in the fact hi .graduation speaker. T IS invest-
that our illustrious school has ment will certainly pay back great
deemed it appropriate to offer a dividends in increased knowledge
meager $1500 to possible and prestige for the school.
speakers. Not only is $1500 a non- Let us not forget thaI $1500 i~
competitive sum of money, but it bUI one~ninth of each student'~
also borders on being an insult to yearly fee for attending Connec-
the speaker. ticut College. The time has come
Just what can't $1500 buy in to- for change to be made so that this
day's world? It can't buy the fine situation is not repeated. The
cuisine of the Connecticut College seniors, and the entire Connec~
food service for one year, it can't ticut College community, deserve
buy half a Yugo automobile, it the chance to hear a prominent
can't buy two season passes to the speaker without the hassles thaI
opera in New York, it can't buy heretofore exisl.
Larry Bird's services on the Rcspectfully Submittcd.
basketball court for three minutes Jon A. I)orf
nor can it buy Kenny Rogers sing- Jeff Prcvidi
ing talents in Las Vegas for even Constantine Brocoum
"I
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"Q AUTO SALES & SALVAGE~"..~ "One Call Does It All"eu
"'" 442-4437I-
FOR USED
CARS SEE
J.R. RICK
• Save !I!
• Leasing
• Easy Financing
FOR PARTS
SEE
RON JOEY RALPH
• LowPrices
• Foreign & Domestic
Used Auto Plrts
• Top S For Junks
42 Bloomingdale Rd Waterford
(RIPt behind the New London'Mall near Bradlees)
otuaents preparing/or Parade on Charter Day, Connecticut College's 75th anniversary.
Hispanic Awareness
by Peter Milburn
Two weeks ago, March
24-30, Hispanic Awareness
Week took place at Connec-
ticut College. The week of
events, sponsored by the Of-
fice of' Minority Affairs,
focused on the variety within
Hispanic culture.
The events included an art
exhibit at the Shain Library, a
performance from the Ballet
Hispanico, a Good Friday
chapel service. a showing of
the film, "El Norte," a
and a speech by Marilyn Cruz,
Marilyn Cruz, Assistant to
Governor O'Neill.
The week was intended to
make people more aware of
the Hispanic community at
Connecticut College. Carlos
Garcia, Vice-president of La
Unidad and one of the week's
chief organizers, hoped
Hispanic Awareness Week
would "help approach more
of an open-mindedness
towards Hispanic issues which
would help attract more peo-
ple from Hispanic cultures to
Connecticut College."
Mr. Garcia also felt that the
activities would make people
realize that there are a lot of
differences among Hispanics.
The attempt to dispel the
notion of a unitary Hispanic
culture was a continuous
theme throughout the week.
The word "Hispanic" itself,
hides a lot of the diversity
underlying Hispanic cultures
because the Hispanic tradition
engulfs such a large variety of
nationalities, social classes and
political beliefs.
Hispanic nationalities can
range from being Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Cuban,
Nicaraguan to any mixture of
the wide Spanish tradition pre-
sent in Latin America and the
Caribbean.
Marilyn Cruz addressed this
issue when she spoke at the
Blaustein Humanities Center.
She cited the example of a
middle or upper class Cuban
who fled Castro's revolution.
He would tend to be more
conservative and supportive of
the United States, while a
political refugee from Latin
America might be more liberal
and highly critical of the U.S.
policies.
These greatly varying beliefs
and backgrounds she con-
tinued, can often make it dif-
ficult for Hispanics to unite
behind a common cause or
goal.
Even though there are
obstacles to common action,
Mrs. Cruz said that there have
been situations, such as the re>
cent string of natural disaster
in Mexico, Puerto Rico and
Colombia, in which Hispanics
have come together to raise
thousand of dollars in relief
aid.
Mr. Garcia adds that in
general. he believes there is a
"feeling of brotherhood" that
most Hispanics identify
with.
One way: Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and "our
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit,
Greyhoundfcan take you there. For no more
than $59, one way, ifyou buy a round-trip
ticket.
From February 7 through May 19, all
you do is show us your college student I.D.
card when you purchase your ticket. Your
·B~ on round-trip ticket purchase.
447·3841
ticket will then be good for travel for 15days
from the date of purchase.
So this Spring Break, gel a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less
For more information, call Greyhound ..
Must~I a valid cob studmll.D. cardupon purchase No
odln discoun~. rickets art nontransferablt and good f~~
~on<my. Lines,Jnc.,and~puticipatingcarriers.
valid in ~ apply. Offer effective 2fl186. Offer limited. NOI
45WaterSl
New London, CT.
gGO GREYHOUND!!MAooleave the driving tous:
C 1986 G«yhound u..., Inc.
SpringSummer Fall
WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD s~~:r
Full Academic Years In
• Oxford University
• L,S.E•
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (In Britain) isthe Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloit, o.ue.
(Oxon), Fellow of the Brit!sh
Academy, Professor Ementus
of Government and FellOWof
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK, J.D.,
AdmissiOns DirectorCQEA/
WlSC, Rm 53, 158W. 81 st,
NY, NY, 10024.
(212.724.0804/724.0138).
(EO/AA)
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Marcos 'Dynasty' 'Discussed
peared and Marcos' Dynasty
by Mary Hoffenberg when the Spaniards were in the took over. "Democracy was
Marcos' dynasty, Philippine Philippines," Dr. Datu stated. the institution, but it was
attitudes towards the changes Roderick, however, brought abused," stated Roderick.
taking place in their country up the fact that President After Marcos' Dynasty
and different interpretation of Roosevelt bought the Philip- became jeopardized by the in-
U.S. involvement in the pines because it would be an creasing revolts against him,
Philippines were discussed in a ideal location for a weigh sta- he had to take action. But the
panel on "Democracy in the tion to China. As a result of election he held was fixed and
Philippines" lead by Philippine the purchase, a bloody and the killing of Aquino put him
physician Dr. Datu and brutal Filipino war against in an even worse position. The
Associates Press correspon- U.S. troops took place. Filipinos started taking further
dent in Asia, John Roderick, According to Roderick, action.
on Wednesday, March 26. "The Filipinos went down "The killing rekindled a
The U.S. acquired the with torture and blood." democratic spirit of the
Philippines in 1898 for twenty As for Marcos' rule, both people-resistance started and
million dollars as an "after- men agreed that Marcos is an people wanted human rights,"
thought," of the Spanish- intelligent man but was pro- explained Datu.
American War, according to bably corrupt from the begin- With the aid of the US,
Roderick. Dr. Datu pointed ning. "The first thing he did President Aquinos is now in
out that the U.S. gave the was to make guns illegal, 'power and it is hoped that
Philippines a good system of which brought security to the Philippine democracy will
education, among other Philippines," said Roderick. prevail. "It's not over by any
things, that the previously rul- "He also tried to introduce means. They are just beginn-
ing Spanish did not. land reform, but then he ing," says Roderick. "There
"That is one of the things started making monopolies. are extreme cases of poverty,
that we are so grateful to the over the sugar factories." wealth and corruption that
U.S. for the U.S. gave us After his second and, accor- must be fixed." Only time will
means to educate ourselves ding to the Philippines' Con- tell if the Philippines get its
and introduced the idea of stitution, final term, Marcos democracy or if other elements
democracy; we realized how declared Marshal Law, will force a counter revolu-
good it was in comparison to democracy rapidly disap- tion.
EarnUp To $200 In
Extra Credit! .
Now \'OU can earn credit dollars-up 10 a $200 cash
rebate" -~iththe purchase of an Apple@computer from an
authorized Apple dealer between Aprill and June 30. 1986. Irs called
"Apple's Student Break." And all that's required i,S written
verification of vcur full-time status as a student In a 1'M)-or four-
year college or' university. It couldn't be any easier than that
Or am" more worthwhile. Because you can use your new Apple
computer to' research and write. organize and create high-quality
presentations. And with access 10 hundreds ~f educational soft~re
programs. you can increase your knowledge In hundreds of subjects.
In fact. you won't find a better learning tool than an Apple
computer.
Or a better time to buy one. See us today for further details.
[Ehe Computer Lab.lnc.
Term Papers
Box Office 447-7610 Mon.-Frt. 9:30-4:30
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BUY ONE REGULAR
FOOTLONG SANDWICH
OR LARGE SALAD
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ONE FOR 99·
Word Processed/Proofread/Copied
The Office Center
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School To Escuela
only seven rooms. Not only is
the structure too small for the
increasing number of school
children, but it is structurally
dilapidated ..
The existing wooden
building is weather-beaten,
run-down, and has neither
electricity nor running water.
In July a group of
Nicaraguans joined by
residents of Southeastern Con-
necticut plans to build a larger
school in Barrio Nuevo with
cement walls, a concrete floor,
and a metal "roof. Raising
money, awareness, and a sym-
bolic structure comprise the
goals of the School to Escuela
project.
$6,000 is needed to build the
school and the project will in-
clude a canvassing and letter
writing campaign during the
weeks of April 13th-April 27th
in hopes of reaching that goal.
A t~mporary structure or syrn-
bohc schoolhouse will be buill
by the group on April 13th on
th~ .gre.en between Crozier
Williams and the Sha!Lib . In
I rary ,and Will serve as the
focal pomt for the campaign
Everyone w~lI be encQurag.
ed to use this facility as a
classroom during the day and
as a location for special
cultural events in the evening
In this way School to Escuel~
hopes to promote awareness
and Involvement in education
and Central America.
Through our community's
participauon In the School to
Escuela project we may ex-
press the value of education by
providing support from one
center of learning to another.
~or information on how to get
Involved contact Julie Marnet
at 444-9555.
As members of an academic
community we all possess a
concern for education. A pro-
ject planned for later this
month will give all of us the
chance to express that concern
in an active and far reaching
manner.
The Chapel Board, OVCS
(Office of Volunteers for
Community Service), and
Solidaridad, a recently formed
student group concerned with
the people of Central
America, have formulated this
project and titled it "School to
EscueJa. "
School 10 Escuela hopes to
involve the faculty, staff, ad-
ministration, and students of
Connecticut College in
assisting an elementary school
on the outskits of Managua,
Nicaragua. The existing school
in Barrio Nuevo houses ap-
proximately 350 children in
~J,;
With any large PIZZA 1 liter Carton
of Soda FREE with this coupon I
Call 443-1933467 Williams 51.
Technicolor Photo Lab
1 Hour Color Film Developing
Second Set Of Prints
FREE
With College I.D.
443-7996
New London Mall
Camel's Eye
A Mound O/FunPRODUCTS BY
Kodak by Jennifer Scheller
April Fool's Day is con-
sistently unf'ooli sh . The
monotonous pranks played
out year after year rise from
their graves, haunting us all
with boredom. The unfunny,
yawn-provoking jokes like
switching the salt and pepper
just plain fail to amuse. The
innocence of young. years
when crying out and pointing
at. a classmate, "Hey, your
epidermis is showing!! !" caus-
ing the accused to blush and
examine his fly, are over
Epidermis is skin, skin is skin
squeamish dashed away in
search of the Lysol. A friend
of mine shrugge_d, adding, "I
thought it was a new kind
of tofu."
"Perhaps' an energizing
substitute for trailrnix;" I sug-
gested.
The prank was welcome,
assuring us that we had not
honestly graduated from our
tender fascination with doo-
doo and April Fools. The joke
is on all of us. Granola: It's
not just for b r e a k f a st
anymore.
and the joke is a tired lampoon
reject.
This year however, I
witnessed a new trick. It was a
normal Tuesday until the
granola became kitty litter.
The granola in Harris was
sabotaged with a freshly-Iayed
stool sample, shocking ·the
faithful granola eaters. I swear
I could smell the artificial
plastic mound, a swirl like a
charred Danish, resting ef-
fortlessly on top of the
granola. Shrieks were heard
from the salad bar and the
mn new londonmall
38 Stores - Fine Ladies
Apparel and Men's Wear
Everything to choose from:
Books, Cards, Gifts,
Gourmet-Foods, Candy, Jewelry,
Shoes, Lingerie, Records,
Photo Development
Convenient Parking
(203) 442-3111
1-95 Frontage Road -New London, CT 06320
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Summer Jobs
CCAG, the states largest and most successful
environmental and consumer organization, is
expanding its community outreach and
fundraising efforts in the state. Jobs available
in Norwich, Hartford, New Haven, and
Norwalk. Working Hours, 2 PM -10 PM,.
Monday -Friday. Salary plus bonus. Training
provided. Call 889-3473, 10 AM - 5 PM.
E.O.E., really!
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CAMPUS SPIRITS SHOP
DOMESTIC & .IMPORTED BEERS
LIQUORS AND WINES FOR MOST APPETITES
KEGS AVAILABLE
CALVIN KLEIN
JORDACHE
CHIC SASSON
ZENA
1!aiEJ Wla~rFREE DELIVERY
Mon.-Sat. 5:00 - 8:00
We Keep Your Spirits Alive
Ring
SIZES FOR cuvs. GALS KIDS BIG b TAll
LOWEST PRICES AROUNDI,
•
443-6371Right down the Hill
469 Williams Street
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Abroad
that the education received
abroad will not be as good as
that received at Conn, and
credits will be di fficult to
transfer. Getting. credits
towards a major is an especial-
ly tenuous event.
The College seems reluctant
to let students know important
application dates as well. A
student must first get permis-
sion from the College in order
Chicago
Brass
News Release
The Chicago Brass Quintet
comes to New London on
Saturday, April 12th, as the
next exciting offering of the
Connecticut College Concert
and Artist series. In addition
to performing the exhilarating
works of master composers
like Purcell, Vivaldi, and
Bach, the Chicago Brass
Quintet offers something no
other brass ensemble can:
They combine their own ar-
rangements of classic as well
as seldom heard works of the
great masters with a collection
of original compositions
created exclusively for the
quintet. The result is a
showcase of music and artistry
that promises for a spectacular
evening.
Formed in 1962 to promote
brass chamber music through
. performance, broadcasting,
recording, and teaching, the
Chicago has toured extensively
throughout North America.
They have also released an
album on Arista Records that
was met with "must have"
reviews. Their 'must see' ar-
tistry will be at its height on
Saturday, with works by
Vivaldi, Handel, and Gabrielli
as well as three ragtime pieces
by Scott Joplin. Diversity and
virtuosity are hallmarks of the
Chicago, proving beyond a
doubt that they are one of the
premiere ensembles of our
time. They are an exciting ad-
dition to an already impressive
Concert and Artist Series year.
The Concert will be held in
Palmer Auditorium at the Col-
lege at 8:00 P.M. Tickets are
$15-$12-$10 (student discounts
available) and additional in-
formation can be obtained by
calling the Connecticut Col-
lege Box Office at 444-7610.
Continued-from page 1.
to apply to a specific program.
This permission comes from a
study abroad committee
meeting, yet the dates of the
meetings are not well-
publicized.
"I f they only posted the dates
when applications were due in
Dean Ray's office, as well as
what needed to be done, life
would be much easier,"
O'Connor said. She feels
strongly that simple aids such
as this can and should be of-
fered otherwise students are
left stranded.
"They have got a long way
to go," said Rader, "before
anyone's memories about
study away are enhanced by
the way they were assisted at
this school."
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
\
Custer's lost view.
LESSONI. WHAT EVERYGIRL
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT HUNGRY MEN.
Suddenly ..os if regoining his senses, Ron pushed me
olmost roughly from him ...
I SHOULDN'T HAVE
DONE THAT, LILA'
YOU KNOW IT'S NAN
I LOVE -- WHO I
ALWAYS WILL LOVE.
HAD LILA TAKEN RON IMMEDIATELY TO THE
DESSERT COUNTER AT THE TWO
SISTERSDELI, IT WOULD HAVE0 BEEN
LOVE AT FIRSTBITE, NOT fiiJ THIS
UNAPPETIZING REJEC-c1l~.~
TION. STAY TUNED ~lJ.lU~~~
FOR MORE HELPFUL ~ M
HINTS & TASTY TIPS ~
Coming soon to New London 4 Pearl 51. Mystic, CT 536-1244
at 300 Captain', Walk.
MR. G'S
RESTAURANT
452 Williams St., New London, CT
OPEN MON. - FRI. 11:00A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
SUNDAY 4:00 P.M. - 12:00 MIDNIGHT
447·0400
Salads, Club & Deli Sandwiches
Pizza, Grinders
Steaks, Fresh Seafood
Italian Dishes
FOUR
~~~a2!'S
(Next door to Scoobys)
LUNCH. DINNER • COCKTAILS
FRIDAY·
Complimentary
Baby Back Rib Buffet
FRIDAY & SATURDAY-
"MATRIX"
Top 40's & Oldies
Women. Females • Ladies
FRIDAY & SATURDAY·
"HAPPY HOUR PRICES" 4 - 10 PM
COMPLIMENTARY GLASS
OF WINE
With Lunch ORDinner with Student 1.0.
681 Long Hill Road. Groton, CT.· 449-9066
449-9066
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442 Colman St.
New London
442·1283
We Also Have Coin-Op Car Wash Located
Behind Automatic Wash. Coin-Op Open 24 Hours.
Automatic Wash Open 8:30 - 5:30 Daily,
Fnday 'Till 7:00 PM
engaging in relaxing conversa-
tion or meditation. It is also
wise to avoid caffeine contain-
ing beverages in the evening.
Most people are well-advised
to avoid eating or excessive
drinking before bedtime,
although a glass of warm milk
is often helpful.
If you do have a night of
poor sleep, it is not wise to
take a nap the following day
"to try to catch up," since this
may lead to a further impair-
ment of the normal sleep-wake
cycle, 'getting your days and
nights switched around. This
is a common problem for shift
workers with irregular
schedules, but one which
students should try to avoid.
If there are specific pro-
blems making it difficult to
relax and get to sleep, it is im-
portant to identify the factors
and deal with them, ideally by
solving the problem, but also
by making a satisfactory ad-
justment to the problem.
Sometimes counseling is very
helpful, and this is available at
our Counseling Service, You
may also have a problem
which you might want to
discuss with your dean, the
Chaplain, the College physi-
cian, or other appropriate ad-
visor. For short term, self-
resolving stresses, it is
sometimes helpful to take a
short-acting sedative for a
night or two, to re-establish
the normal sleep pattern. This
is available, on physician's
order, from the Health Ser-
vice. Medication is not a
substitute for the previously
discussed measures, but is
sometimes a helpful supple-
ment, Alcoholic beverages or
non-prescription drugs are not
advised, often compounding
the sleep disturbance.
If you are one of the for-
tunate ones who never has a
problem sleeping, that's great.
But in consideration of your
dorm neighbors, do try to be a
good neighbor by keeping the
noise level down at night, so
that we can all get a good
night's sleep. Good night.
Fred McKeehan, M.D.
!- Features'
"NEW lOHDOH COUNTY'S BEST ClWrESE RESTAURANT"
2 YEARS .. A. ROW • COMECTICUT ..... G.AZIH£
357 BAM( nRU~FREE * NEW LONDON
HOME DELIVERY
3 MILE RADIOS OF RESTAURANT
(including New London & Most of Waterford)
4:30 PM-9:30 PM • 7 DAYS
• 15 minimum order
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QUEEN EUZABETH 2· SAGAFJORD· VIStAf}ORD • CUNARD COUNTESS· CUNARD PRINa.5S
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for four (we'll
find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $749, sail in a
minimum-grade room for two.
This limited offer is subject to
withdrawal without prior
notice and may not be com-
bined with any other offer.
Rate does not indude taxes or
Counting Sheep In The Sack
not getting to sleep. Sleep is
something which cannot be
forced, but comes naturally
when a person is physically
and mentally relaxed at a time
of normal fatique, synchroniz-
ed with the "biological
clock." It is important to try
to keep ourselves on a fairly
regular daily schedule, going
to bed and awakening at ap-
proximately the same time, to
take advantage of the normal
sleep-wake cycle, which is
close to 24 hours. This poses a
problem for many students,
who try to fit their sleep pat-
tern to their academic or social
involvement, rather than plan-
ning their activities to mesh
with the natural rhythm of
their bodies.
In order to fall asleep, there
must be a minimal amount of
stimulation of the brain. The
external stimuli, such as lights,
noise, uncomfortable
temperatures, or constricting
clothing, can be reduced by
fairly obvious actions, such as
asking the next door neighbor
to turn down the stereo at mid-
night, but the internal stresses
cannot be so easily eliminated.
Bed-time is not the only to try
to postulate the meaning of
Iife, to resolve the problem of
nuclear proliferation, or even
to plan your next day's class
presentation. Running water
does not easily freeze, and a
mind that is alert cannot easily
drift off to sleep.
Physical fatique helps us to
get to sleep, but strenuous ex-
ercise should be done early
enough in the day that we are
- not still "revved-up" at bed
lime. A half hour of
"winding-down" preparatory
to going to bed is helpful,
perhaps listening to calming
music, reading poetry, or
NOTICE!
QE2 SrANDBYE\RElbEuROPE-Now $649.
W.C. Fields is quoted as
saying, "The best cure for in-
somnia is a good night's
sleep." This is very humorous,
except For an individual suf-
fering from insomnia. Dif-
ficulty sleeping is very com-
mon, affecting almost all of us
at one time or another. For
some, it is a major problem,
producing chronic fatigue and
impairing normal functioning .
Coming into the home stretch
of the school year, insomnia
may be expected to become
more rampant for our
students, since stress is the
! most common participating
factor for sleep disorders.
· The amount of sleep which
· each of us needs varies, both
· between individuals and at dif-
ferent times, but for most peo-
ple seven to eight hours of
sleep is adequate to provide
rested alertness the next day.
It is not essential for you to
· sleep this much every night,
and one of the common
stresses which inhibit people
·falling asleep is anxiety over
C CUNARD 1966
airfare. Confirmation will be
given three weeks prior to sail-
ing; a $100 deposit is required
with your request. For details,
see your travel agent or write:
Cunard, Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, New York,
NYlffi63.
QUEEN ELIZABETH 2
Last of the Great Superliners.
Tho
UmVf:nlty
-01-
Contt«tlcul
A ~ coose providing students with an
introduction to marine marrrnals and eXJX)SU'"e
to anent research and husbandry practices.
ilstruetors from different areas of expertise
discuss natU'al history, evOOtion,anatomy,
physiology, and conservation of marine
marrmals.
SPECIAL COURSES OFFERED JOINTLY ...
COASTAL ECOLOGY SEMINAR ON
7 ~n~INE MAMMALSsCience ~
240 ~l:C, _:~
---- """"--- .... ~-<.,. • #. ','---
Th.rsday, 7:00-10:00 prn, (September-December)
at MysticMarineife AquariU'n
3 Credts <U>dergradJate a (iaWate)
.:», I Mystic.: Mannelife
( " Aquarium
j<.,., 16-lUy 2, 1966
3 Credts !UldergradJate a (iaWate)
This coerse featU'es a week-long
study crUse preceded by a week
of IectU'es at Mystic: MorInellfe AquarUn.
Topics include diversity. productivity
and nalU'al history of marine orgarisms.
~ 1 year colege Iaboralay biology.
Cool: 55SO _ 5;lav stLdv m.ise aboard
ee 65' schooner ~,
EMIy lqistralion: March 15, 1966
flnaIlqistralion: April 15, 1986
fa "I'I*:ation and luther i1fonnation.
send stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
Eduation ~-CE
MysticMarilelife ~ritrn _
Mystic, CT 06355
Att: Jim Stone
0- ca. the Education OfFice at: (203) 536-4206.
•
Paa Teisits
1 year colege laboratory biology and
pemission of nstrueta.
CoIl: $350.00 (indJdes weekend whale watdtl
lqistralion: ErIohent lirrited to 16 students.
fa appication and luther i1fonnation.
send stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
Eduation Depar1menl- SMM
Mystic Marilelife Aquaritrn
Mystic, CT 06355
Att: Neal Overstrom
Or can the Education Office at: (203) 536-4206.
The
White House
Fellowships
A unique opportunity
for outstanding Americans
early in their careers to
work for a year at
the highest levels of
the Federal Government
For more information:
The President's Commisston on
White House Fellowships
712 Jackson Place, N.W .
Washington, D.C. 20503
[Z02) 395-4522
niture and objects are given
amusing and sometimes
grotesque proportions and
shapes and colored with con-
fusing and often clashing pat-
terns. Aecompanying these
three-dimensional finished
creations are sketches and
designs for even more
preposterous unrealized
dreams.
Besides Ettore Sousass, J r.
the most prominent artists
working under the Memphis
hallmark are French architect
Martine Bedin; Italian ar-
chitect, designer and writer
Andrea Brazi; Austrian ar-
chitect and designer Hans
Hollein; Japanese architect
and designer Shiro 'Kuramala;
French designer Natalie
duPasquier; American ar-
chitects and designers Michael
Graves and Peter Shire, and
English architect Gerard
Taylor.
Though the fluorescent pink-
and orange leopard-Skin
printed dining room
sideboards fail to evoke the
same shock today as they did
in 1980, Memphis creativity is
still fresh and intriguing. The
Cooper-Hewitt is the last
showing of "Mem-
phis/Milano" in the U.S.; a
startling and original show
well worth a visit.
::::
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"The entire symposium is a comment on i;-
man's thirst for knowledge and how machines for defense purposes, now artists are using !'
can help him acq.uire that knowledge," says computers and have different demands of the ..
hi A P
machine." :;
Noel Za er, ssistant rofessor of Musicand
co_coordinator, of the Arts and Technology Of the artist~ exhibiting in ATS, two artists
symposium (ATS), April 9-12. Co-sponsored use a ,medIUm similar to that of the Art Depart-
by the Art, Dance and Music departments m.ent s Artonics machine. Judson Rosebush
leading American and European artists will ;:'11 display his computer images, and talk on
discusS, in paper and panel discussions, the .Innovatlv~ Computer Images in the Commer-
state of art and their own contributions. cial Graphic Community." Linda Gottfried
Having received a large grant from the Will show her three video computer images and
CAP HE, committee for technological art equip- speak on "Computer Animation."
ment. Conn has become one of the leading col- Other art panelists are: Douglas Davis, "Post
lege integrators of art and technology in the Photography Post-Film Post Video: Post
country, according to ATS co-coordinator ~verything;" Jon Goldman (Conn 80),
Diana Schnitt (Dance Chairwoman). The Art Technology, Art, and the Environment: The
Department now has an Artronics computer Role of Technology in the Preservation of the
which draws in color (over 16 million colors Ephemeral Art Act;" Kurt Ossenfort, ..Art and
with the ability to use any 256 at one time) the Mechanical Devices" and will show his
Music Department has a fairlight synthesizer mechanical (robot) paintings; Robert Rossin-
and the Dance Department had a movement. sky, "How Interactive Sculpture Works;"
analysis machine. As a leader in art technology Beverly Richey, "Instant Art with Xerox
Conn was a natural site for the symposium. Technology;" Rosalyn Gerstein, "Video Tapes
Six dance pieces will be shown April 9, 8 p.m. of Interactive VIdeo Installations."
in Dana, in a Dance Show Case. Stephanie . Other artists who are exhibiting their work
Skura, 1984 "Bessie" Award Winner will pre- include: Sarah Baker, video; Louis Cetrolli,
sent a dance and video piece entitled photographs of video; Rosalyn Gerstein in-
"Travellog." Anne Alex Packard's (Assistant teracti~e video; Sarah Haskell, weaving plann-ed WIth computer; Michael Katchen ,
Dance Professor) dance troop, Offshoot
Ensemble, will perform James Clouser's
"Pocket Calculator." Susan Foster's Introduc-
tion to Smell of Fact" will utilize music, light,
high-powered sparks and dance. Lynn Lesniak
(Conn '81) of Nikolais/Louis will present
"Equanimity." Polly Motley will show two
pieces, "Duet" and "FlighL" Dianna Schnitt
and Don Thortorn will display their dance
Hologram, "The First Volute of the A Scale."
" Schnitt says the dance panels are going to be
nch and state-of-the-art." something not to
be missed. Dance panelists include: Susan
Gillis, "On-video; electronic manipulation and
enhancement of the basic dance elements of
Space, Time, Shapevand Motion;" Margot K.
Apostolos and Gayle Curtis, "Robert
Choreography;" Lucinda Lawrence, "The
New Synthesizers-a Boon to New Dance;"
Carol Lynn Moore "The Nature and Func-
tions of Movement Virtuosity: Preliminary Ex-
plcrations;" Linda Mittel, "IPS DANCE-The
development of a professional compositional
t~ol;l> Polly Motley, "Duet"-a dance
~.'deo/lecture presentation; Debra Nobel,
Reverb"-a video-dance: Alice Trexler, "The
Use of a Motion Dector in Dance Instruction
and Performance;" Peggy Brightman,
:'Computer-Assisted Choreography;" Mari-
Jeanne Liederbach, "Profiling Data in the Jof-
frey Ballet;" Margaret Skrinar with Kimberly
Carlsen and Lois Jegloski, "The Effects of
Point Shoe Brand on Torso Alignment."
Cynthia Rubin, Assistant Professor of Art,
~.o-coordinator of A TS, explains that
technology is not new to visual art, art IS
dependent on technology." For example, the
cavemen used paints on their walls and so-
meone had to invent paint. Rubin adds, "artists
have always gotten a hold of technology and
pushed it to unexpected" ends. She explained
that "computer graphics was intentjonally used
photographs with _xeroxagraphy; Janet
Shafner, computer ·generated images; LeRoy
White, computer images; Advanced Imaging,
computer images-medical graphics; Weisz and
Yang, computer images-commercial graphics.
Music like art uses tools and is therefore in-
fluenced by changes in technology. Noel
Zahler, Assistant Music Professor, feels that
present day technology "opens up fields of
cognitive perception "in music, and that we are
"only limited by our meager knowledge" as to
how much more we can create.
Visiting musicians include: Pamela Molava,
"The Electronic Violin and the amplified
Violin as Performance Instruments;" Kenneth
Laws, "The Biomechanics of the Fouette
Turn;" Charles Ames, "Three Pieces for
Amplified Guitar;" Xavier Chabot, "A
Workstation in Live Performance: Composed
Improvisation. II April 11, the New London
Contemporary Ensemble concert will perform
works by visiting artists: Machover, Dodge,
Krieger, Laske and Kolb.
Musical lectures will include: Todd
Machoever, "The computer as a Medium For
Artistic Unity;" Fred Lerdahl, "Timbral
Hierachies;" Charles Dodge, "Profile, A
Musical Fractal;" Nicola Bernardini, "Political
Implications in Computer Music;" Bruce War-
ren, "Musician Interfaces and Their Effects on
the Art Form;" Otto Laske, "Can We For-
malize and Program MusicaJ Knowledge?";
Kurzweil MusicaJ Instruments, "Digital Syn-
thesis and the Kurzweil MusicaJ Instrument."
Subscriptions to all sessions cost S25, SI5 for
students and Senior Citizens. Single sessions
cost S3. The Dance Showcase costs S5, S2.50
for students. Tickets for the New London Con-
temporary Ensemble Concert are S5 and S2.50
for students. Tickets are available from the
College Box Office (447-7610) either in advance
or on the day of the session.
Memphis From Milan
by Will Russell
At the Cooper-Hewitt
Museum in N.V.C. until April
13 is an exhibition of original
drawings and pieces by the
design group Memphis.
The name Memphis, partly
inspired by the Bob Dylan
song that payed homage to
Memphis, Tennessee, the birth
place of rock and roll aptly
suits this pioneering group of
designers based in Milan. Et-
tore Sottsass, Jr. founded this
informal alliance of about 30
artists, designers and ar-
chitects from eight countries.
Sottsass "laboratory of
ideas" has been controversial
and in the public eye since its
introduction in 1980. Mem-
phis provided a clean break
from "sophisticated and
severe post war modernism in-
troducing lavish patterns,
boisterous colors and bizarre
forms." .
Memphis defies and mocks
the traditional sober, logical
and coherent principles of
20th-century design. The
Memphis products: furniture,
lamps, ceramics, glass and tex-
tiles have all rejected predic-
table and functional forms
and have become extravagant
and fantastic renditions of
normal furnishings and
household objects. The fur-
TheCrowdAt Nick's
by Allison Crowley
Christine Hardt
The Theater Department
and Theater One are pleased
to announce that the spring
mainstage production will be
William Saroyan's The Time
of Your Life.
The play will be directed by
Jane Armitage, a guest direc-
tor and professor of the
Theater Department this
semester. The set has been
designed by Christian Wett-
wer .a faculty member at the
, University of Rhode Island.
The year 1939, at Nick's
Pacific Street Restaurant,
Saloon, and Entertainment
Palace in San Fransisco is the
setting for the Pulitzer Prize
winning The Time of Your
Life.
This bar is home to a variety
of colorful characters: sailors,
streetwalkers, and society peo-
ple alike, all find their way
here; as well as a pinball
maniac, a sad hoofer, an
Arab, a down and out piano
player and a champagne
drinker who is trying to
understand life.
The play is a classic and was
just given a successful revival
in New York. Warm, touching
and funny, The Time of Your
Life is about the art of living
with the shadow of impending
war ever present.
The large scale production,
featuring a 25 member cast
who have been working
I toward presenting a realistic
view of the world through
Saroyan's eyes, promises to be
entertaining.
The Time of Your Life will
. be performed April 17, 18, 19,
'1986 in Palmer Auditorium.
Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.
Tickets will go on sale
IWednesday, April 9, 1986 at
,S2.00 for students and S3.00
;general admission.
-necticut and Montana. She has written literary
criticism, acted, directed, and taught. She has
also revised roughly ten plays.
"I'm really addicted to how people are train-
ed in theatre," says Armitage, whose favorite
actors are Derek Jacoby and Glenn Close. Her
favorite period to direct is the 30's, and she was
particularly pleased with how "Talking With"
turned out.
"Talking With" was really an afterthought,
I kind of an accident. I had just did it in summer
stock in Missouri, and we only rehearsed it for
ten days, so I wasn't sick of it. I kind of weaved
, the pieces together, playing with different con-
cepts; it filled a need. And I had eleven great
women, some of whom had never been on the
stage before and they turned out to be wonder-
ful. "
The play which she is currently directing,
"The Time of Your Life," written by William
Saroyan, will be playing at Connecticut Col-
lege, April 17, 18, 19. She says she enjoyed her
stay at Conn. and says she finds the students
"smart and well-read."
"They are willing to try my methods, I think
they think I'm a little demanding. But I'm not
one of those people that is only concerned with
the end products. It is the process, how it hap-
pens, that concerns me. I don't make decisions
for actors, Igave up acting a long time ago."
Ms. Armitage is a fascinating, and extremely
devoted woman, who loves to teach and has a
wonderful passion' for theatre. "It's funny,
every time I do something to leave the theatre,
something comes up and I'm back in it."
o-
'Mumbaba' Highlights
Dance Qub Concert
Arts & Entertainment
Anne Roesser performs "Twilight" in the Dance Concert. Photo: Flagg.
by Melinda fee
The Connecticut College
Dance Club was established
over 25 years ago in order to
"sponsor and promote a per-
sonal interest in dance through
dance productions and dance
related events." But the Dance
Club also provides the oppor-
tunity for advanced and begin-
ning dancers to perform. This
year the Dance Club has pro-
duced some outstanding per-
formers and some fascinating
dances.
On March 27 and 28, in
Crozier-Williams East Studio,
The Dance Club held their se-
cond concert of the year,
"Ecart Danse." Represen-
ting a wide spectrum of talent
and experience, the concert
provided the audience with an
enjoyable and revealing even-
ing of dance.
Pidge North, in a repeat
performance, displayed his in-
finite creative talent in 'I Depth
Charge." In a quietly private
sequence, Anne Harris filled
the stage with a serene tone. In
"A Moment" she danced with
flawless technique and a grace
which made her performance
absolutely beautiful.
In an exciting theatrical se-
quence, "Central Park."
Suzanne Drebes enchanted the
audience with an adorable
presence, overflowing with
fun and vitality.
Undoubtedly the most en-
joyable piece, "Mumbaba's
Offering," was the highlight
of the evening. The piece was
choreographed by five young
women who aU performed
with a wonderful exuberance.
Renee Darby, one of the
dancers, spoke enthusiastically
of the preparation for the pro-
duction and emphasized the
enormous amount of fun she
and her colleagues had ex-
perienced. The dancers ex-
pressed energy and enthusiasm
in their performance, subse-
quently inspiring an irrepressi-
ble enthusiastic response from
the audience. The music, by
George Crantz, the
choreography, and the
dancers' overwhelming vitality
set a jovial mood which all
present enjoyed.
Record Review
Bronski Beats' tOO's
by Liz Shroeder
The 1984 release of Bronski
Beat's Age of Consent receiv-
ed mixed reviews from the
public. Given credit for its
upbeat dance tracks, the
album was played on most
new music stations nation-
wide. However, the album
was banned from many other
stations because of its
references to homosexuality.
Bronski Beat are three gay
men singing about the dif-
ficulties of their lifestyle.
The album cover features a
pink triangle symbolizing the
triangles worn by homosexuals
in Nazi Germany during
World War II. Some radio
stations, including college sta-
tions, refused the album
airplay [or fear of advocating
homosexuality. These stations
ignored the fact that Bronski
Beat produced an excellent
new sound, featuring a lead
singer with an incredible high
vocal range.
Age of Consent was an
album worth buying, Their
new album, Hundreds &
Thousands, is not. Five of the
ten tracks are extended ver-
sions of already released
songs. The re-mixes are more
complex, including an expand-
ed l-orn section. "Heat
\\",\, ~ ". a cross between
Benny Goodman's big band
sound and Dizzy Gillespie's
jazz. This effect is unfor-
!unately ruined by the in-
i-.c=============================
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'"« Portrait OfADirector
traduction which is a recor-
ding of an aerobic class. The
two styles together just don't
mix.
"Run From Love" has a
good introduction, but it
sounds too much like "Small
Town Boy" from Age oj Con-
sent. The style is still good,
but it lacks variety. "Infatua-
lion/Memories changes its
tempo from fast to slow with
its change in theme. Such a
change is too anticipated;
rather than make it one song,
it should have been split into
two different tracks.
"Hard Rain" and "Closed
to the Edge" are the best of
the new releases. The 10\"'"
voices whispering in the
background make "Hard
Rain" sound eerie. "Close to
the Edge" is in the typical
Bronski Beat style, with fast,
solid percussion and a promi-
nent synthesizer arrangement.
The "I Feel Love" medley
<hould have been left to
Donna Summer. Two of the
members singing an octave
apart does not blend well.
"Cadillac Car" has a 1950's
sound to it, but instead of the
trademark high lead vocal, it
should have been sung by "
lower voice.
Bronski Beat is a good
dance band. Age of Consent
radiated talent and energy,
Mundreds " Thousands is a let-
down for its lack of originali-
by Ale xandra Stoddard
.. Do you want him to understand you or to
love you?" Jane Armitage asks an actress
whom she is advising, a member of one cast of
"The Time of Your Life." They discuss the
scene and the two characters. "Just remember
the objectives. They must exist in every scene,
one after another. Once you have reached the
objective, you have another want. ....
Armitage takes her own advice as is evidenced in
her attitude towards life, She is committed to a
numerous variety of projects and she ap-
proaches one and with her complete focus.
Jane Armitage is a Visiting Director at Con-
necticut College, She and her partner Rick
Scott formed an agency which is based in New
York and which represents the National
Theatre of Great Britain. They are both
freelance directors and teachers and have
worked in a large variety of places around the
country.
Armitage has taught at Boston University for
four years, a drama school in London and
Berkeley, California. She has been involved in
auditioning workshops all over the country,
and she mostly works with new plays.
She has just completed seven weeks as part of
a national team, the American College Theatre
Festival, choosing new plays for the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C. And she is present-
ly working on a play which she was commis-
sioned to write by the state of Wyoming.
In May she will go to Seattle to work with a
famous poet, Jim Bertolino and this summer,
Armitage will be directing in Michigan, Con-
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ty; although the re-releases
from the first album are still
good. Basically, it's one or the
other; if one has Age of Con-
sent, one need not buy Hun-
dreds & Thousands.
Summer at
Brandeis University
APPLICATIONS:
SEEPG'
12
Session I-June 9 to July 11
Session II-July 14 to August 15
the
,,",~MPORIU
3 fabulous floors of fun. gifts, surprises & nostalgia
Kites, Kites, and more Kites
15 W"aterStreet, Historic Downtown Mystic. 536·3891 • Open 7 Days
• Liberal Arts
• Premedical Sciences
• Computer Science
• Theatre Arts
• Near Eastern and Judaic Studies
• Foreign Languages
• Costume Field Research in England
• Archaeological Field Research in Israel
Small classes taught by Brandeis Faculty
Information, catalog and application
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SCHOOL
Waltham, MA 02254
617-647-2796
THAMES
LANDING
OYSTER
HOUSE
,..
'Glt,···••• •
"; ~ -"
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2 Captain's Walk
New London, CT 06320
(203) ."2·3158
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Pre-Registration Spring Sports Preview ~
F t by Carlos <.;arcia rion. Coach Bob (jillelle :forma Sports Editor directs rhe men and Claus bad. from a ...trong '85 cam- ..Spring has sprung at Con. Woller leads [he women, who paign. Last season's 94 record?
necticut College and the "arm had an impressive Fall. representv the learn's ...econd 2:
weather teams are active. This Tennis Coach Tom Per- best record ever. The learn !'O
season Conn "ill be raull.comingoffasensalional l~l..\\,erYSlrOnglhi.., ...cason i
represented by six varsity season, hopes 10 maintain the an as a strong group of .....
teams, including the first-year winning altitude [hal has returning players.
track and field team. brought his players great The men's Lacrosse learn,
The track 'earn is coached respect within the NESCAC. 4-~ last spring, is looking to
by Mark Connolly.His runners The men's tennis learn is very improve its record by virtue of
have a 6 meet regular season well-balanced this season and its improved offense and solid
schedule and the ECAC divi- has the support of a strong defensive play (exhibited dur-
sian III championships (May freshman class which includes ing its spring training session
10 and II). Steve Turko, a possible #1 in Florida). Coach Fran
Conn also fields a strong player. Shields has a good 'cam 10
Crew program in both men's Peel Hawthorne's Women's work with and a strong senior
and women's varsity cornpeti- Lacrosse team is also coming group.
by Heidi Sweeney
The only way 10 register for
next year is to see your ad-
visor. Without meeting your
advisor and having him or her
sign your registration form,
you will not be registered for
ihe 1986 Fall semester.
Registration forms will be
rhe same and can be picked up
in the Office of the Registrar.
Advising takes place from
April 7 through April II.
Select four courses with your
advisor, then leave the
registration form with your
advisor. Do not leave the
form in or near his or her of-
fice, hoping that your advisor
will find it and sign it for you.
A mandatory in-person ap-
pearance is necessary, if you
want your advisor's signature.
The advisor will then take
the forms to the Registrar's
Office where they will be then
plugged into a computer. The
computer process lasts from
April 14 '0 April 18.
The computer will place all
students' names into the
courses which they signed up
for, listing students by major
and year (senior major over
non-major, etc.). Each pro-
fessor will receive a list of all
those whosigned up for his or
her courses.
If the course is over-
booked, then the professor
will decide who has priority
and who does not. S,udent~
who the professor decides are
in the course, may not change
their minds or their course un-
til Add/Drop in the Fall
Semester. The professor will
then return the list to the
Registrar, having': indicated
who is in the class and who is
not. Those who were closed
out will be notified by campus
mail, as to which classes they
did and did no' get. Those
students who got all their
courses will also be notified.
Noti fication will occur bet-
ween April 28 and April 30.
A list of closed-out courses
will be published outside the
Registrar. Cf o s e d-o ut
students will then revisit their
advisors, bringing with them
their notification forms and an
Add/Drop slip, and they
should select new courses.
These students will then par-
ticipate in a Mini-registration
on May 2, from 2-3 p.m. in
ConnCave,(with departments
a' tables, etc.), To enter the
mini "bull pen", students
must bring their notification
. "slip' and Add/Drop form.
The format for pre-registration will be revised this spring.
While detailed instructions will be provided later, here is an
outline of dates and things to be done so that you can mark your
calendars and be prepared for the new procedures.
Wbo is to participate? All currently enrolled students in the
Classes of 1987, 1988, 1989, as well as currently enrolled
students in the Return to College and Master's categories, who
expect '0 re-enroll in the College in the fall.
Materials needed. Course schedules, registration forms, and
special instructions are expected to be available from the Office
of the Registrar no later than Friday, April 4.
Advising April 7-11, You must see the faculty adviser in
his/her office to plan the program of study. If the adviser ap-
proves, he/she will sign the registration form, collect the forms,
and deliver them to the Registrar's Office.
Data entry and facully review. On-line data entry will be done
by the Office staff April 14-18, and the following week the
preliminary class lists (coded with names, class status, and of-
ficially declared major field(s) will be distributed for faculty
review. The faculty will delete the names of students who are in-.
eligible or who exceed enrollment limits, and the preliminary
class lists will be returned to the Office for data entry of students
who have been rejected from the first selections. (Course selec-
nons which have been approved will be "locked in" and changes
cannot be made until the start of the fall sernester.)
Student notification. April 28-30. Students will be notified by
mail of their registration statuses. Students who have been re-
iected from one or more courses must see the adviser again
(notification slip in hand as well as an Add/Drop form) to select
replacement courses.
Mini-registration, May 2, 2 to 3 P.M., Conn. Cave. Students
Who opt for replacement courses which are sectioned or enroll-
ment limited must appear in the ConnCave to negotiate with
departmental representatives. Bring along the notificarion slip
and the Add/Drop form. When everything has been worked
out, the Add/Drop form will be collected at the Registrar's
check-oul.
. Follow_up. The Office will do follow-up data entry, the class
lists will be revised as needed and the faculty will be notified of
'he outcomes. At the start of the fall semester, students will be
given notification slips of the registation for courses, and if
changes have to be made these will be done in the usual manner
during the change of course period.
Now pay yonr bills! The Accounting Office will notify you,
and send a list to the Office if there are outstandmg btlls that
have not been paid. If the bilis are still outstanding at the time of
ftrst data entry, course selections for those students affected Will
.E.0t be honored.
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